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Chapter 3
ROOT CELLARS

Background Data

Root cellar sign at the south entrance of Elliston

Some readers may ask what is a root cellar?  In addition to
being an important cultural icon for Elliston, it can be described as
a structure, built before the advent of electricity, for the purpose of
food preservation.  It serves to preserve vegetables by keeping
them from freezing in the winter and keeping them cool in the
summer.  One of the key factors in food preservation is
temperature, for example, in warm weather a root cellar must keep
its contents as cool as possible.  This can be accomplished through
a variety of techniques, however, the deeper the structure, the
more stable a temperature it can maintain.  Humidity is another
important factor that must be considered, because low humidity
can result in vegetables becoming soft and withering.  Likewise,
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humidity that is too high can be counter productive.  Air
circulation can also be a significant component of a root cellar
storage system.  Many cellars located throughout the Elliston area
have vents to ensure gases that can result in sprouting and spoilage
do not accumulate in any great amount.

The concept of an outdoor storage system such as a root
cellar is a very old one as discussed by Dr. Philip Hiscock in an
interview for the Old Farmers Almanac:1

“It’s a workaday item,” says folklorist Philip Hiscock of
Memorial University of Newfoundland in St. John’s, who
researched root cellars while working with recent
restoration projects in Elliston.  “It’s an absolutely routine
bit of day-to-day life, so it’s not unusual that no one’s
spent much time with root cellar history.”

“In Europe, there are les caves in France for wine
storage,” Hiscock adds, “and in the colder outposts of
the Roman Empire, you find natural caves used to keep
food at a constant temperature and wells to keep butter
cool.  Wherever there was human habitation and the
need to keep food from spoiling or freezing, there
probably were cellars.”

People living during the time when food was not easily
obtainable had an earnest need to prevent its spoilage.  In the
nineteenth century, the dandelion sometimes referred to as the
bumblebee flower was “. . . used in almost every part of
Newfoundland as a substitute for cabbage, during the months of
May and June.”2  Although Elliston has 135 documented root
cellars to its credit, the exact origin of the root cellar remains a
mystery.  It is logical to assume that this technology existed in the
settlers’ homelands, and was, in turn, transplanted into this area
with them.3   Elliston’s oldest surviving specimens date back to
1839, less than four decades after settlement.4  On the next page is
a photograph of one of the community’s oldest root cellars and a
short original poem that sums up it basic function:
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     Root Cellar

A dark and dismal place
Its origins lost in history
There is hardly any trace
Forever it will remain a mystery.

The root cellar in summer
Keeps its contents cool
You do not need a hammer
Or any other sort of tool.

 1839 cellar built by George Porter 
It remains somewhat warm
Even in the cold of winter
A root cellar is true to form
Whenever you choose to enter.

In modern times, root cellars are not essential for survival,
and are not generally considered a thing of beauty.  At first glance,
one could consider them to be eyesores dotting an otherwise
beautiful landscape.  Eyesores may be a strong term to use but root
cellars were not built for their aesthetic beauty.  They were just
workaday items that people, for the most part, ignored until their
vegetables were harvested.  With the advent of refrigeration, and
readily available vegetables for purchase, the use of this ancient
technology was largely abandoned, although not entirely. 

Some derelict cellars may have been destroyed through the
construction of roads, natural decay, and even intentional
dismantling with absolutely no consideration being given to
their possible cultural or historic value.  One evening, before the
value of the root cellar was realized, I recall driving along the
Sandy Cove area, and witnessing a person tearing apart an
abandoned cellar near the main road to obtain flat rocks for use in
some personal project.  I recollect saying to myself  “At least
someone found a use for those old eyesores.”  Needless to say my
opinion and the belief of many others on this topic has since
changed.  This particular root cellar has been fully restored
although the fate of the original stones remains a mystery.
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If you thought only vegetables could be stored in root
cellars you are mistaken.  An additional use for root cellars was
the  storage of alcoholic concoctions.  Many locals used cellars as
a safe place to brew and store their home made beer and wine.  In
an interview with Anderson Chaulk (deceased), he told a Tourism
Elliston researcher that “Father used to brew his blueberry wine
and put it in the cellar until Christmas. By then, it would be
perfect.”5  Considering the dark and relatively controlled
environment of a root cellar it was seen as an ideal place in which
to brew miscellaneous beverages.  Those root cellar owners who
had a cellar close to their main door may have even stored items
such as butter during the summer.  The cellar would be naturally
colder than their homes and the close proximity made it quite
convenient.  Other items too numerous to mention, were also
stored in root cellars. 

The use of this ancient technology was so infiltrated into
local society that some families continued to use them even after
refrigeration was widely available.  This was due in part to
tradition and the limited capacity of refrigerators.  Upon harvest,
the amount of storage space required to store produce from a
typical size garden is considerable.  Even today, root cellars are
still in use in both Elliston and Maberly.  In fact, Tourism Elliston
makes use of several to store vegetables in preparation for their
annual Festival. 

One must remember that root cellars were essential for
subsistence.  Until approximately the mid twentieth century, it was
sometimes difficult to purchase vegetables on a regular basis.  This
meant that most, if not all, residents of this area had a garden.  It
was common to see people digging up their gardens, and placing
their vegetables into a family root cellar that out of necessity, was
often situated close to their residence.6  If you drive through the
area, in the fall of the year, it is still possible to see this sight
today.

You might also notice that some cellars are situated a great
distance from residences, and in some cases a house may not even
be in sight.  This can be attributed to the area’s declining
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population.  When these cellars were in active use, there would
have been houses in close proximity, however over time many
homes have either been torn down or moved with nature
reclaiming these formerly cultivated gardens.

A great deal of information was collected on specific root
cellars throughout Elliston for the purpose of authenticating the
Town’s unique status of the Root Cellar Capital of the World. 
Some of that data detailed the status of the structures before
renovation, whether it was still in use, the date of construction, and
the name of the original owner/builder.  The oldest surviving
cellars date back to 1839, being originally owned/built by George
Porter, a second by Israel Baker, and a third by Abel Crewe.  Of
the 135 documented specimens, seventy-two were constructed in
the nineteenth century, and the remaining specimens were built
between 1900 and the 1950's.  The two most photogenic examples
located in Maberly and are known as the upstairs/downstairs
cellars.  These two were first owned by Jim Goodland and Dan
Goodland being built in 1915.7  The first reference found in print
about Elliston’s root cellars was in 1846 with a reference that “. . .
potatoes . . . are generally sown in the month of May and the
beginning of June, and are dug up and deposited in the cellars,
from the winter frost, in October.”8  While the number of cellars
during this early time is unknown, this does suggest that many
more once existed in this area.

Upstairs/downstairs
root cellars at
Maberly
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Construction Methods

The construction of a cellar is a labour intensive activity. 
Much of peoples’ daily routine was occupied with the fishery and
other necessary tasks.  An account of root cellar construction is as
follows:9

. . . the men would only have time to build a root cellar
when they were not busy fishing or cutting wood. 
According to Clarence Murphy, “the cellars were built
when we didn’t have nothing else to do.  This was
usually in the spring of the year, late in the evening.”

In most instances, the construction of a root cellar
involved more than one man.  From the interviews that
were conducted, it appears that women did not take part
in building these structures.  Arthur Chant insisted that,
“it would take a month for one man to build a cellar, and
two weeks for five or six men.”  It is assumed that most
men had assistance when building their cellars.  One
interesting finding from the research is that the majority
of families had their own individual root cellars, and
rarely did more than one family use one root cellar.  A
fair number of families, however, had their root cellars
close to those of other relatives. . . .

The older citizens of the community assisted greatly in
the construction of the root cellars.  Apparently, there
were a few men who were quite adept in constructing
these structures and their input was given to those who
undertook the building of a root cellar.  “A couple of old
men went around showing other men how they built
theirs.”  Unfortunately, the researchers were unable to
obtain the names of these men.  Some cellars are quite
similar in size, and it is assumed that the builders of
these cellars were either related or friends.
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Root cellar cut away artwork by Hilary Cast
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The beam from the wreck of the Eric is visible in this roof
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Local cellars were constructed using a multitude of
materials that were on hand including stones, soil, sod, cement,
mortar, felt, wood, and at least in one case, even steel.  The 1879
root cellar constructed by Tom Porter included a steel beam from
the shipwreck of the Eric off Flowers Cove in 1878.  It is reported
that it took two days to transport the beam from Maberly to
Elliston using a horse and cart.10  This beam is still visible in this
cellar’s roof.  Many root cellars were constructed at a time when
modern machinery was unavailable.  Builders often used tarred
paper between stones to keep unwanted water and rodents from
entering.  A buffer zone similar to a porch was usually built into
the structure so a person could enter through the outer door, close
it and then proceed through the inner door to gain access to the
pounds (wooden containers) where the vegetables were stored. 
The roof was composed of round logs placed closely together and
covered with felt.  Soil and sods were positioned on top to
complete the roof.  Power tools were unavailable, and basic hand
tools such as picks, shovels, and wheelbarrows were employed. 
Modern building material such as cement was not available until
the 1920's.  It is indeed a tribute to those builders that the 1839
specimens are still standing.  There are three basic types of root
cellars:  hatch cellar, ground up cellar, and hill side cellar.

Type I:  Hatch Cellar

The first method was to dig down into the earth creating a
large hole.  This underground root cellar usually had a shed built
on top of it.  This cellar variant was quite convenient since you
could gain entrance using a hatch in the shed floor.  Theophilus
Tucker, in an interview, told a Tourism Elliston researcher that:11

Usually they would dig a hole in the ground.  They would
build a wooden frame around the hole and fill it up with
crushed stone or beach rock.  Then, they would pour in
the mortar. When it was set, they would take the boards
off.  The roof was boarded up first . . . the last thing to go
on was the porch and the doors. 
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Type II:  Ground Up Cellar

The second method was to construct a cellar literally from
the ground up.  Many residents used this technique since often
they did not have a hill on their property.  It was mainly built up
from the ground using a frame.  Rocks were then placed into
position and sods placed over the top of the structure.  The main
advantage was the lack of major excavation and cost.

Type III:  Hill Side Cellar

The third method started with the excavation of a hill side. 
Actually this type is the most common found throughout the
Elliston area.  In many cases, cellars were built with their doors
facing easterly winds that are generally frost free in winter.  This
type was much like a cave with outer stone walls.  The roof was
often framed out of wood then covered with earth and sods.  The
chief advantage to this method, if properly graded, was that any
water that permeated the structure would simply flow out the door.

Three root cellars located at the Neck
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Above:  Root cellar reconstruction efforts

Below:  Pounds inside a root cellar
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Documentation Efforts

Since the rediscovery of Elliston’s greatest cultural icons
considerable effort has been made to document and preserve these
fascinating structures.  The following information is taken from a
research project compiled in 1999.  Since this data was collected,
many of these cellars have been renovated and, in several cases,
the 1999 owners are no longer the current owners.  The reference
numbers start with cellars in the Maberly area and conclude with
those on North Side.  For the sake of reference the root cellars
numbered 011 and 012, which are located at Cow Calf Hill just as
you enter Maberly, are also know as the upstairs/downstairs.

Photograph of the Land & Sea crew at the upstairs/downstairs root cellars
taken by Colleen Duffett during the filming of the Root Cellar Pride episode. 

Please by advised that the information contained in the
following pages is not a complete list of all the root cellars in the
area.12 
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Ref. # |  Built   |     Original Owner     |      1999 Owner      |      In Use

001 1859 George Pearce Rex Chaulk Yes
002 1899 Azariah Pearce Frank Pearce Yes
003 1890s Elijah Pearce Ray Crewe No
004 1870s George Pearce Rex Chaulk No    
005 1859 ? Tom Chaulk No    
005B 1930s Robert Chaulk ? No        
006 1928 Isaac Chaulk Anderson Chaulk No  
006B 1920s Edward Chaulk ? No
006C 1849 R. Chaulk, Sr. ? No    
007 1850s Walter Chaulk H. Chaulk-Murray No
008 1870s Henry Chaulk H. Chaulk-Murray No
009 1919 Gilbert Pearce Reg Soper No    
010 1899 Gilbert Pearce Town of Elliston No    
011 1915 Jim Goodland Marsha Stead No    
012 1915 Dan Goodland W. (Eli) Goodland No    
013 1890s Hezakiah Crewe Mary Mouland No
014 1899 William Crewe Cyril Crewe No     
015 1920s Clarence Murphy Clarence Murphy No     
016 1930s Clarence Murphy Clarence Murphy No     
017 1909 W./Alfred Crewe Cyril Crewe No    
018 1890s James Crewe Ray Crewe No    
019 1890s Phillip Murphy Josie Murphy No     
020 1890s Alex Goodland Alex Goodland No    
021 1890s Alex Goodland Alex Goodland No    
022 1911 Ziba Crewe Ziba Crewe No
023 1940s Ziba Crewe Ziba Crewe No    
024 1909 Robert J. Crewe Fred Crewe No    
025 1880s B./William Hobbs Ralph/Jim Hobbs No    
026 ? Inaccessible Doug Hobbs ?
027 1890s Fred Dalton Geneva Chaulk No     
028 1890s James Dalton Doug Cole No    
029 1839 George Porter Victor Pearce Yes    
030 1870s Joseph Hobbs Boyd Hobbs No    
031 1940s Sam Cole Walter Gough No     
032 1880 Sam Porter Winston Porter No    
033 1890 Jabez Porter Winston Porter No    
034 1890 Billy Porter Winston Porter No    
035 1880 Kador Porter Tony Porter No    
036 1879 Tom Porter Winston Porter No    
037 1880 Job Hobbs Peggy Burridge Yes    
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038 1880s James Porter Gordon Fleming Yes    
039 1880s Billy Porter Kay Baker No
040 1880s Clement Stead Sarah Oldford No    
041 1880s S./W. Hobbs George Tilley No    
042 1880s Talmage Stead Alfred Stead No    
043 1910  Herbert Porter Clarence Murphy No     
044 1910 Claude Hobbs Shirley Sharpe No 
045 1890 John White Craig Keats No    
046 1890 Bert Tilley Gary Baker No       
047 1839 Israel Baker Barry Pearce No     
048 1950s Richard Baker Gary Baker No     
049 1860s Roland Baker Roy Baker No     
050 1912 Ben Crewe Terry Baker No     
051 1951 Herbert Baker Joe Martin No     
052 ? W./N. Baker Nina Pearce No     
053 1880 George Chant Arthur Hobbs No     
054 1933 Joe Martin H./Rachael Baker No     
055 1856 William Baker ? ?
056 1940s Jim Goodland Edna Childs No     
057 1890s Job Baker Jenny Baker No     
058 1929 Wallace Baker Vernie Baker No     
059 1944 Harold Hill Harold Hill Yes     
060 1930 Clarence Tilley Joe Templeman Yes    
061 1920s Arch Baker Eunice Tilley No     
062 1890 Robert Tilley Lenora Tilley No    
063 1890 Stewart Hill Brian Chaulk No     
064 1920 Edward Tilley Albert Tilley No     
065 1904 Bobby Tucker Cliff Sanger Yes    
066 1890 Richard Coles Bert Fisher No     
067 1893 Tom Waye Karl Hobbs No     
068 1900 Jim Waye Karl Hobbs No     
069 1883 Abner Cole Karl Hobbs No    
069A ? ? ? No     
070 1892 Richard T. Cole Arthur Chant Yes    
071 1895 Campbell Coles Arthur Chant No     
071A 1890s Arthur Baker Elizabeth S. Chaulk No    
071B 1880 Richard Crewe Elizabeth S. Chaulk No
072 1880 James Gough Ernest Chaulk No    
073 1946 Job Crewe Bert Crewe No    
073A 1839 Abel Crewe Kim Chaulk No    
074 1896 John Crewe Doreen Tarbett No    
075 1889 T./H. Crewe Gay Hamalainen No    
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076 1920s G./N. Crewe Gay Hamalainen No     
077 1900 William Gough Earl Gough No    
078 ? Adam Cole Frank Sanger Access Denied
079 ? John Sanger Frank Sanger Access Denied
080 1889 Noah Oldford George Tilley No    
081 1920s Frank Trask Tom Russell No     
081A 1889 Wilfred Coles George Tilley No     
081B 1900 Ezekeil Trask Kim Walters No    
082 1929 Job Coles Mina Coles No  
083 1909 Isaac J. Chaulk Earl Chaulk No    
084 1907 Josiah Hobbs Cecil Hobbs No
084A 1945 Uriah Hobbs Edgar Hobbs Yes    
085 1908 James Hobbs Calvin Hobbs No    
085A 1902 Sam White Randy Trask No    
086 1905 Timothy Martin Doug Tucker No    
086A 1861 Sam Stead Herman Coles No    
086B 1920 Arch Chaulk Rob/Sharon Chaulk No    
087 1885 Jim Martin ? No     
088 1890 Jim Martin Theodore Martin Yes    
089 1934 Clarence Martin Clarence Martin No    
090 ? Ernest Tucker Ernest Tucker No     
091 ? Adam Tucker Boyd Waye No     
092 1931 Samson Tucker Boyd Waye Yes    
093 ? A. Oldford Jerry Chaulk Yes    
093A ? ? Jerry Chaulk No    
094 1900 O. Martin Sr. Josephine Cook No     
094A 1878 Alfred Chaulk Gladys Chaulk Yes    
095 1919 Artelus Coles Pearl Chaulk Yes    
096 1900s Simon Tucker Dave Chaulk No    
097 1889 ? Theophilus Tucker No    
097A 1920 George Tucker Bill Tucker No    
097B 1920 S. Tucker’s Son ? No    
097C 1920 Alex Tucker ? No    
097D ? ? ? No     
098 1889 Job Coles Sr. Tom Keats No    
098A 1848 William Coles Ches Cole No     
099 1909 Jim Martin Dean Dalton No    
100 1889 Daniel Coles Homer Coles Yes    
101 1890s Newman Coles Kevin Hayward No    
102 1923 R. (Dick) White Howard Chaulk No    
103 1889 Richard White Walter Oldford No    
104 1899 George Tucker Naomi Mouland No    
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105 1890s ? Naomi Mouland No     
106 1890s H./Nellie Tucker Jim/Kelly Alexander Yes     
107 ? B. Martin Scott/Les Martin Yes     
108 1889 Job Cole Scott/Les Martin No    
109 1890 Job Cole Howard Chaulk No     
110 1889 Agnes Trask Melvin Tucker No    
111 ? ? ? No     
112 1889 ? George Baker No    
113 1890 John Trask Wallace Trask Yes    

Steward Baker and Samuel Ryan gathering vegetables for the
Root Cellar Jiggs Dinner during the 2005 Bird Island Puffin Festival
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